During agonistic interactions the motivation of each contestant is expected to vary because of increased information and changes in fighting ability. In shell fights between hermit crabs over gastropod shells, attackers rap their shell in a series of bouts against that of the defender whereas defenders remain withdrawn into their shells until the encounter is resolved; either the defender is evicted from its shell or the attacker 'gives up' and the defender retains its shell. We assessed the motivational state of attackers for performing rapping by measuring the duration of startle responses elicited by a novel stimulus. We staged fights between pairs of crabs in six different groups defined by the potential gain in shell quality available to attackers (high or low) and by the point at which the novel stimulus was applied (prior to rapping, after one bout or after four bouts). Startle response duration decreased during the first four bouts of fighting and showed a U-shaped relationship with the relative difference in size between the crabs. There was no difference in startle response duration between high-and low-gain groups. Individuals showing short startle responses were likely to be victorious and we conclude that the relationship between the relative size difference of the opponents and startle duration reflects that between size difference and the cost of gaining an eviction.
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Game theory emphasizes the central role of information gathering during aggressive encounters between animals. Contestants are predicted to assess (1) the value of the resource in question and (2) the fighting ability of the opponent to obtain an estimate of the likely costs and benefits of fighting (Maynard Smith & Price 1973; Parker 1974; Maynard Smith & Parker 1976; Parker & Rubenstein 1981; Enquist & Leimar 1983 , 1987 . Information about these asymmetries is used to choose between different tactics comprising persistence and escalation decisions (Thornhill 1984) . At the start of the encounter, however, information is unlikely to be perfect and animals are expected to gather more information as the fight progresses to improve the accuracy of the assessment (Enquist & Leimar 1983) .
The absolute value of the contested resource would usually not be expected to change once the fight has been initiated, except when it is affected by the local strategy that the contestant adopts (Enquist & Leimar 1987) . The perceived value, however, might alter as more information is gathered. In contrast, the effects of fatigue and accumulation of injuries are expected to alter the actual fighting abilities of the contestants throughout the encounter. Thus, assessment of the opponent's fighting ability during escalated encounters is likely to be more complex than assessment of resource value because the contestants would be attempting to gather accurate information about a dynamic factor. The perceived fighting ability of the opponent would, therefore, be determined by both the accuracy of information gathered and the opponent's variable fighting ability at the point when the assessment is made. These changes in the value of the resource, the ability of the opponent and the amount of information available should cause the motivational state for fighting to vary during an aggressive encounter (sensu Parker & Stuart 1976) . That is, if a contestant perceives itself to be of superior fighting ability than its opponent and values the resource highly it is likely to have a high motivation to enter or continue the fight.
We examined motivational change during hermit crab Pagurus bernhardus shell fights. These fights are usually initiated by the larger of the two crabs in an attempt to gain possession of the shell of the smaller crab. Dowds & Elwood (1983 , 1985 showed that a crab is more likely to initiate a fight when its own shell is too small and if the opponent is relatively small. Relative size is assessed during a period of cheliped display (Neil 1985) . If the attacker decides to proceed it grasps the defender's shell and the defender withdraws tightly into its shell and 
